Abstract-Recently, sensor databases have been used for many applications such as environment observations or weather forecasting. To construct sensor databases, some researches focus on the rounding sink approach. In the approach, rounding sinks repeatedly round in the area that sensors are deployed and collect data from each sensor. Compared with the traditional wireless sensor network approach, the rounding sink approach can reduce communication traffic since rounding sinks collect sensor data directly from sensors. Some data collection protocols to improve the effectiveness of the data collection by rounding sinks have been proposed, but they do not consider the data amount that each sensor has. Here, a problem occurs. Rounding sinks collect only a few data from a sensor even if it has many sensor data. In this paper, we propose a data collection protocol considering the data amount that each sensor has. In our proposed protocol, a rounding sink polls neighboring sensors and gets the data amount that the polled sensor has. Then, the rounding sink calculates the upper limit for the data amount to collect and collects the data up to the limit. We confirmed that our proposed protocol can give fairness to the amount of collected data.
approach has attracted great attention ( [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] ).
In the rounding sink approach, rounding sinks repeatedly round in the area that sensors are deployed and collect data from each sensor directly. An example for the rounding sink approach is shown in Figure 1 . In this example, a bus equipping a sink node serves as a rounding sink. Sensors are deployed in a town. Also, there are some traffic signals. The bus travels in the town along a fixed route and collects sensor data from the sensors that the bus can communicate with while traveling. Of course, when the bus encounters a traffic signal and it is red, the bus stops in front of the signal. Rounding sinks have several types such as cars, robots, animals, and so on. In the paper, we focus on the rounding sinks that round along a fixed route like busses. We discuss the detail in Section III-A. Compared with the traditional wireless sensor network approach, the rounding sink approach can reduce communication traffic since rounding sinks collect sensor data directly from sensors. Also, extra costs can be reduced by using already working traveling systems like bus systems.
However, rounding sinks cannot always collect all data from all sensors since they travel regardless of data collection. For example, the bus cannot stop in midstream of roads even when it does not finish collecting the all sensor data from a sensor. Therefore, rounding sinks have to select data to collect and give up collecting some data. For the selection policy, it is important for database constructions to collect sensor data with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has. For example, suppose the case that a rounding sink collects 50% of the data that each sensor has. In this case, the rounding sink collects 16 Kbytes of the data from a sensor which has 32Kbytes sensor data. When the amount of the data that a sensor has is D bytes, the rounding sink collects 0.5D bytes of the data. Examples of such situations follow:
• Sensors store their observed data into their buffers until a rounding sinks collect them. Therefore, the data amount that each sensor has differs when the sampling rates of sensors differ. The rounding sink cannot collect sufficient data from the sensors that have many data if it collects sensor data from all sensors with equal amount. This causes unfair data collection. To collect sensor data fairly, the rounding sink collects the data with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has. In this way, the rounding sink can collect many data from the sensors that have many data and a few data from the sensors that have only a few data.
• In cases when construct a sensor database which can be used for various applications, the rounding sink has to collect various types of sensor data such as cameras, temperatures and so on. The data amount of a picture is generally larger than that of a temperature data. To make the number of collected data be equivalent for all sensors, the rounding sink collects the data with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has. Some data collection protocols to increase the data amount that the rounding sink collects have been proposed. However, they do not consider the data amount that the rounding sink collects from each sensor.
In this paper, we propose a data collection protocol for rounding sinks to collect sensor data with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has. In our proposed protocol, the rounding sink polls neighboring sensors and gets the data amount that the polled sensor has. To collect data with the same ratio, the rounding sink calculates the upper limit for the data amount to collect and collects the data up to the limit. We confirmed that our proposed protocol can give fairness to the amount of collected data.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is introduced in Section II. In Section III, we explain our system model. Our proposed protocol is explained in Section IV, evaluated in Section V, and discussed in Section VI Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Recent researches focus on the rounding sink approach that can reduce communication traffic largely compared with that for the traditional wireless sensor network approach. A practical rounding sink system was implemented and a speed control algorithm was proposed for collecting data from static sensors in [1] . Evaluation of the implemented system showed its effectiveness in [2] . As described in these papers, rounding sink systems are realistic and get popularity in the research field of sensor data collection.
An early research for the rounding sink approach is data MULE [3] . Data mules randomly travel and collect data from sensors within their communication range. There are several access points in the sensing field and data mules transmit their collected data to the access points when they encounter an access point. The transmission success ratio and the power consumption were evaluated in [4] . However, these researches are not practical since data mules travel completely randomly.
To study the rounding sink approach academically, Sugihara et al. defined the data mule scheduling problem in [5] . They assumed that data mules can select their traveling routes, and discussed how to control data mules to collect sensor data from all sensors in a shorter time. The route selection problem was further discussed in [6] . This research found the optimal route for data collection using a dynamic programming technique. That is, a temporal route is generated in the first. After that, more effective route is regenerated by reducing redundant routes.
A data collection method that a data sink visits some anchor points respectively was proposed in [7] . The research reduces the energy consumption by controlling the rounding sink so that it can round anchor points faster. Jea et al. proposed a protocol for multiple controllable mobile sinks in [8] . The effectiveness of multiple controllable mobile sinks are discussed in [9] . The protocol controls the communication times of mobile sinks to balance their loads.
As described above, many researches focus on controllable rounding sinks and mainly solve the problem how to control the rounding sink to collect data faster. Different from these researches, we focus on rounding sinks that round along a fixed route. In this case, extra costs to use rounding sinks can be reduced by exploiting already working traveling systems like bus systems. Also, although previous researches do not consider the fairness of the collected data, it is important to collect data with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has and we focus on this.
III. SYSTEM MODEL In this section, we explain our system model.
A. Rounding Sink
Rounding sinks have several types such as cars, robots, animals, and so on. These types can be divided into several types from the view point of controllability and traveling routes. First, the controllability means whether we can control the movement of rounding sinks or not. Second, routes of rounding sinks have three types, fixed, semi-fixed, and free routes. The fixed route means that the route is fixed. The semi-fixed means that the route is not fixed but has some restraints like car lanes for cars. Cars can run only in car lanes. The free route has no restraints. Accordingly, we have 2 × 3 = 6 types.
In cases when a rounding sink is controllable, we can collect all data from all sensors by stopping the rounding sink near sensors until it collects all data. Moreover, when the route is semi-fixed or free, many methods to select traveling routes for effective data collection have been proposed. Therefore, in the paper, we focus on noncontrollable and fixed route. The rounding sink stops and uploads their collected data after it rounds in the sensing field. An example of such rounding sink is a bus rounding in a town. Busses are controlled by their drivers, but they cannot stop in front of sensors to collect all data since they have to keep traveling for passengers. Therefore, we can say that bus has no controllability. Routes for busses are generally fixed.
B. Communication
The 
A. Objective
It is important to collect data from sensors with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has as we explained in Section I. Hence, we aim to collect data from sensors with the same ratio. Also, we focus on the amount of the collected data since it is also important for data collection in the rounding sink approach.
B. PCDR
The rounding sink travels the sensing area regardless of the data collection. Hence, the rounding sink cannot know when it can communicate with sensors and which sensor it can communicate with. Therefore, in the PCDR protocol, the rounding sink communicates with the first sensor that responds to beacons for polling. To collect data from sensors with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has, the rounding sink calculates the data amount to collect. This is a limit for the data collection from each sensor. The rounding sink finishes the communication when it collects the data up to the limit. We call the data amount that the rounding sink collect from a sensor as CD (Collected Data), and the total as T CD (Total CD). Also, we call the ratio of CD by the data amount that each sensor has as CDR (Collected Data Ratio). For example, when the data amount that a sensor i had is D i , and the data amount that the rounding sink collected from the sensor i is C i , the CDR becomes C i /D i . We call the limit of CDRs as CDRL (CDR Limit).
The rounding sink cannot always collect data up to the CDRL because the rounding sink travels and it can be out of their communication range. In such cases, the CDR becomes less than the CDRL. By achieving the CDRs that are close to the CDRL as many as possible, the proposed protocol gives higher fairness.
1) Algorithm for Rounding Sink:
We explain the algorithm for the rounding sink in the PCDR protocol according to the communication model described in Subsection III-B.
• Polling
To poll neighboring sensors, the rounding sink transmits a beacon for the polling.
When the rounding sink receives a response from a sensor, it starts communication with it. However, when the rounding sink cannot find any sensors or the sensor that responds to the beacon is already out of the communication range, the rounding sink fails to start communication. In such cases, the rounding sink polls neighboring sensors again after P from the previous polling time p. That is, the rounding sink waits for sensors' responses while the time is before p + P . If the rounding sink does not receive any responses, it polls again at the time p+P . When the rounding sink can start communication, it starts sensor data collection.
After starting communication, when the CDR • Uploading: When the rounding sink finishes rounding the sensing field, it stops and uploads the collected data to the database.
2) Algorithm for Sensors:
Sensors are deployed in the sensing field. Each sensor observes its sensor data with a fixed sampling rate and stores observed sensor data into its buffers. To transmit their stored data to the rounding sink, sensors wait for beacons. When a sensor receives a beacon, it initializes its back-off generator B. The backoff generator is a value to generate the back-off time b and firstly given by B initial . The back off b is given by B × r (0 < r < 1). Since the back-off time has a random factor and differs by sensors, sensors can avoid collisions with high probability. But, when a collision occurs even if a sensor waits for its back-off time, it updates the back-off generator and responds after it waits for the updated backoff time. The back-off generator is updated by B update = 2.0 × B. B update is the updated B and B is the value before the update. If any collision does not occur, the sensor responds to the rounding sink.
C. Example
In this section, we show an example scenario for the PCDR protocol. In Figure 2 , a bus equipping with a sink node serves as a rounding sink. To make the example easily be understood, we assume that the CDRL is 0.9 and the polling interval P is 1 sec. The velocity of the rounding sink is 11.1m/sec and the bandwidth is 256Kbps. The delay for starting the communication is 0.01 sec. The rounding sink is initially at the left edge at time 0 (t = 0 sec.) and moves to the right. There are two sensors, Sensor1 and Sensor2. The sampling rates of Sensor1 and Sensor2 are both 96bps. Based on the evaluation section, the rounding sink rounds the sensing field by 44 min. Therefore, these sensors have 96 × 44 × 60/8 = 31680 bytes of the sensor data. Since the CDRL is 0.9, the rounding sink collects 31680 × 0.9 = 28512 bytes of the sensor data. First, the rounding sink polls neighboring sensors at t = 0. But, in this case, there are no sensors in the communication range of the rounding sink and the rounding sink cannot find any sensor. Next, the rounding sink polls neighboring sensors at t = 1 since the P is 1 sec. In this case, two sensors receive the beacon for the polling and send their responses to the rounding sink. The next polling time is 2 sec. Assume that the backoff time for Sensor1 is shorter than that for Sensor2. Accordingly, the rounding sink receives the response from Sensor1 and starts communication with the sensor from t = 1. Since the response from Sensor2 was not received, Sensor2 continues to send the response to the rounding sink until the response is received by the rounding sink. It takes 28512 × 8/256Kbps= 0.891 sec. for the rounding sink to finish receiving the data from Sensor1. Actually, the communication time is 0.891 + 0.01 = 0.901 sec. considering that the communication delay for starting the communication is 0.01 sec. Hence, the rounding sink finishes the communication at t = 1.901. Then, the rounding sink waits for another response since the time does not exceed the next polling time. Therefore, the rounding sink receives the response from Sensor2 and starts communication with Senor2. The time needed to receive the data up to the CDRL from Sensor2 is 0.901 sec., too. But, the rounding sink goes out from the communication range of Sensor2 at t = 2.1 and it cannot communicate with Sensor2 until it receives the data up to the CDRL. At t = 2.1, the rounding sink finishes receiving the data from Sensor2 and polls again since the time exceeds the next polling time.
V. EVALUATION
We evaluated our proposed PCDR protocol by our developed computer simulation. Different from our ICUIMC paper, we refreshed evaluation results and implemented communication delay to make the results more practical. We show the detail below.
A. Evaluation Environment 1) Rounding Sink:
The rounding sink rounds in the sensing field and returns to the start position. The traveling route has various patterns, but it is impossible to evaluate performance for all these patterns. Therefore, in the evaluation, we assume that the rounding sink rounds along a square pattern as shown in Figure 1 . There are several obstacles and the rounding sink cannot keep traveling with the same velocity. For example, when the rounding sink is a bus or a bicycle, it stops at traffic signals. Therefore, we change the velocity of the rounding sink assuming that the rounding sink stops at traffic signals. The velocity pattern is shown in Figure 3 . We run the simulation until the rounding sink rounds once along the route since there is no time restraint for data uploading because the upload is done after the rounding.
2) Sensors:
The sensors are deployed in the sensing field randomly. To make the sensors be able to communicate with the rounding sink, sensors are deployed so that they can be in the communication range of the rounding sink. Sensors have different sampling rate and store the observed data while the rounding sink rounds in the sensing field. In the evaluation, we set the maximum sampling rate as a parameter and randomly set the sampling rate for each sensor. When the rounding sink starts communication with a sensor, it transmits its stored data to the rounding sink. Since the stored data increases if sensors keep data that is not collected by the rounding sink, they discard data that is not collected by the rounding sink. Figure 4 shows a part of the route of the rounding sink and the deployment of sensors. To make the figure easily viewable, we show only the left-up side of the sensing field in the figure, (0,0)-(160,160) . Circles show the communication range of each sensor and there are sensors in the center of circles. The rounding sink travels along the black line.
3) Parameters: For the PCDR protocol itself, parameters are the limit for the ratio of data collection CDRL and the polling interval P . We set P = 0.1 sec. because the performance does not change largely when the polling interval is shorter than this value. The detail is discussed in Subsection V-I.
Regarding parameters for evaluation environments, we use parameters shown in Tab. I. First, regarding the round- ing sink, we set the top speed by 11.1m/sec.=40km/h assuming that the rounding sink is a bus. The start acceleration is 1.11m/sec.
2 so that the bus can achieve the top speed in 10 sec. and the stop acceleration is 2.22m/sec.
2 so that the bus can stop in 5 sec. from the top speed. Next, regarding the sensors, we set the maximum sampling rate by 96bps assuming that the sensors are temperature sensors. This is because we assume that sensors store 12 bytes data, timestamp, sensor ID, and the data each 4 bytes every second. The density means the number of sensors in the sensing field. For example, the density is 0.02 when there are 2 sensors in 100m Regarding the traveling route, we set parameters assuming that the rounding sink is a bus rounding in a town. The time needed to one round is 44 min. and we think this assumption is practical.
B. Fairness Definition
To show the fairness of data collection, we define the fairness by the following equation.
Here, Gini is the gini coefficient. We use the gini coefficient because it is often used to show the fairness introduced in [10] . Gini is calculated by Lorenz curves. Let the value of x axis be x and the value of y axis be y. Then, the total of CDR for xN sensors counting from sensors that have larger CDR becomes yA. Here, N is the number of sensors and A is the total CDR for all sensors. The line y = x is called the perfect fairness line. Lorenz curves are always under the perfect fairness line and a Lorenz curve closer to the perfect fairness line is fairer. The value of F airness is larger than 0 and is smaller than 1. A larger F airness indicates that CDRs are fairer and a smaller indicates unfairer. When the Lorenz curve is the same as the perfect fairness line, F airness is 1.0. 
C. Density
Denser sensors give more overlapped communication ranges and influence the fairness. In this subsection, we evaluate our proposed protocol changing the sensor density. The result is shown in Figure 5 . The horizontal axis is the density and the vertical axis is the fairness. Again, CDRL is the limit of CDRs, the ratio of the collected data by the data amount that each sensor has.
We can see that denser sensors give less fairness. This is because, the rounding sink cannot always collect data up to the CDRL when there are many sensors since their communication ranges overlaps. Overlaps of communication ranges shorten the time that can be used for communication. Therefore, the probability that the rounding sink cannot collect data up to the CDRL increases as the density gets higher and the fairness decreases. Also, the fairness decreases as the CDRL increases. The maximum time for communication between the rounding sink and sensors is the same as the time that they are within their communication range each other. This maximum communication time can be less than the time needed to collect the data up to the CDRL. Since the probability that the maximum communication time is shorter than the time needed to achieve CDRL increases as the CDRL increases, the fairness decreases.
When the density is relatively small and the rounding sink does not always collect data from sensors, the graph is concave down for the above reason. When the density is relatively large and the rounding sink always collects data from sensors, the graph is concave up. This is because the fairness approaches to 0 since the number of sensors that are not collected the data by the rounding sink increases.
On the other hand, the evaluation for T CD, the total amount that the rounding sink collects from sensors, is shown in Figure 6 . The horizontal axis is the density and the vertical axis is the T CD.
From this figure, we can see that the T CD increases as the density gets higher. This is because, the time that the rounding sink collects the data increases as the density increases. The T CD keeps increasing even when the density is sufficiently high since the rounding sink stops when it is in front of signals.
To make the understanding of the fairness deeper, we show the histogram of CDR in Figure 7 . The upper part shows the histogram when the sensors are sparse. We select Density = 0.005 as the typical value for the sparse case. The lower part shows the histogram when the sensors are dense and we select Density = 0.1 as the typical value for the dense case. When the sensors are sparse, one section, e.g., the section for 0.4-0.5 when CDRL = 0.5, includes many sensors and this means that the fairness is high. On the other hand, when the sensors are dense, the section of 0.0-0.1 includes many sensors and this means that the fairness is low. Sensors in the section 0.0-0.1 hardly communicate with the rounding sink and the rounding sink cannot collect sufficient data from them since the density is very high.
Also, we show Lorez curves in Figure 8 
D. CDRL
As we can see from Figures 5 and 6 , the CDRL influences the performance. Hence, we investigated it. The result for the fairness is shown in Figure 9 . The horizontal axis is the CDRL and the vertical axis is the fairness. The fairness decreases as the CDRL increases. The reason is the same as the previous subsection. That is, the probability that the maximum communication time is shorter than the time needed to achieve CDRL increases. Figure 10 shows the result for the T CD. The horizontal axis is the CDRL and the vertical axis is the T CD. From this figure, we can see that the T CD increases as the CDRL increases because the communication time increases as the CDRL increases.
Since fairness decreases and T CD increases as CDRL increases, rounding sink systems select a larger CDRL so that fairness keeps their desirable value.
E. Maximum Sampling Rate
In our evaluation, we randomly give the sampling rate for sensors. The maximum value is a parameter. The data amount that each sensor has increases as the maximum sampling rate gets faster. However, when the data amount is excessively large, the rounding sink cannot collect sensor data until the CDR reaches CDRL. Hence, we investigated the influence of the maximum sampling rate. The result for the fairness is shown in Figure 11 . The horizontal axis is the maximum sampling rate and the vertical axis is the fairness. The densities are 0.005 and 0.1, but we show only for CDRL = 0.7 when the density is 0.1 since the performance did not change largely even we changed the CDRL when the density is 0.1. 
Figure 11. Fairness and maximum sampling rate From this figure, we can see that the fairness decreases as the maximum sampling rate increases. This is because the rounding sink cannot collect the data up to the CDRL since the data amount that each sensor has increases as the maximum sampling rate increases. When the density is high, the fairness immediately decreases because the probability that the rounding sink cannot collect data up to the CDRL increases since the most of the communication range overlap. Figure 12 shows the result for the T CD. From this figure, we can see that the T CD increases as the maximum sampling rate gets higher. This is because when the sensors are sparse, the data amount that the rounding sink collects increases as the sampling rate gets larger. When the sensors are dense, in many cases, the T CD does not change even when the sampling rate increases since the rounding sink always collect data from sensors. Therefore, the maximum sampling rate does not influence the T CD when sensors are dense.
F. Top Speed
The top speed of the rounding sink influences the performance since the communication time decreases as the rounding sink travels faster. Hence, we ran the simulation changing the top speed. Figure 13 shows the fairness. The horizontal axis is the top speed and the vertical axis is the fairness. The upper part shows the performance when the density is 0.005 and the lower part when the density is 0.1. When the sensors are sparse, the fairness does not change largely because the communication time for all sensors decreases almost equally since their communication ranges does not overlap. Figure 14 shows the T CD. The horizontal axis is 
G. Communication Radius
The communication radiuses of the sensors depend on their electrical characteristics and we can assume some communication radius. Therefore, we investigated the performance of the PCDR protocol changing the communication radiuses. The evaluation results for the fairness is shown in Figure 15 . The horizontal axis is the communication radius and the vertical axis is the fairness. The fairness decreases as the communication radius lengthens because the number of the candidate sensors that the rounding sink communicate increases. Hence, the rounding sink loses chances to communicate with some sensors and the fairness decreases. The fairness also decreases as the CDRL increases since the communication time for each sensor increases as the CDRL increases. Regarding the influence of the density, the fairness largely decreases when the density is 0.1. This is because there are more sensors as the density increases.
The evaluation results for the T CD is shown in Figure  16 . The horizontal axis is the communication radius and the vertical axis is the T CD. The T CD increases as the communication radius lengthens. The reason is the same as that for the fairness. That is, the number of sensors that the rounding sink can communicate increases as the communication radius lengthens. However, as shown in the dense case, the T CD has upper limits since the data amount that the rounding sink collects is limited by the 
CDRL.

H. Communication Delay
The communication delay is the delay for starting communication and depends on the performance of sensors. Therefore, we ran the simulation changing the communication delay to make the results more useful.
The fairness is shown in Figure 17 . The horizontal axis is the communication delay and the vertical axis is the fairness. The fairness decreases as the communication delay lengthens because the number of sensors that the rounding sink communicates decreases. The fairness also decreases as the CDRL increases. As we described in Subsection V-D, this is because the communication time for each sensor increases as the CDRL increases.
The T CD is shown in Figure 18 . The horizontal axis is the communication delay and the vertical axis is the T CD. The T CD decreases as the communication delay lengthens. The reason is the same as that for the fairness. That is, the number of sensors that the rounding sink communicates decreases.
I. Polling Interval
The polling interval of the rounding sink can influence the performance since the polling under a shorter interval can find neighboring sensors faster. Hence, we ran the simulation changing the polling interval. Figure 19 shows the fairness and Figure 20 shows the T CD.
From these figures, we can see that the performances do not change when the polling interval is less than about 0.1. This is because the number of polling increases as the polling interval shortens. Although the probability that the rounding sink receives the response decreases as the polling interval shortens, the number of sensors that the rounding sink can communicate with does not change since the number of polling increases.
J. Difference in Sampling Rates
It is important for database constructions to collect sensor data with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has. Therefore, our proposed PCDR protocol collects sensor data to realize this. In the previous evaluations, we gave the sampling rate for each sensor randomly to make the data amount that each sensor has be different. However, the existing ratio of sensors existing probability by p 2 . That is, the sampling rates for N (1 − p 2 ) sensors are 96bps and those for N p 2 sensors are 10Kbps.
The results for the fairness is shown in Figure 21 . The horizontal axis is the existing ratio of Sensors2, p 2 , and the vertical axis is the fairness. The upper part shows that the performance when the density is 0.005 and the lower part when the density is 0.1.
When the density is 0.005, the fairness decreases when p 2 is less than approximately 0.9. The data amounts that sensor type 2 stores in their buffers are larger than that for Sensors1 since their sampling rate is high. Therefore, the probability that the rounding sink collects data until the CDR reaches CDRL decreases as p 2 increases. For this reason, the fairness decreases as p 2 increases. However, when p 2 is close to 1.0, the sampling rates for almost all of sensors are 10Kbps and the rounding sink cannot collect data up to CDRL for almost all of sensors. Therefore, the fairness increases a little when p 2 is close to 1. Also, the fairness decreases as the CDRL increases since the probability that the rounding sink cannot collect data up to CDRL increases as the CDRL increases. When the density is 0.1, the fairness has the same features as that when the density is 0.005.
The T CD is shown in Figure 22 . The horizontal axis is the existing ratio of Sensors2, p 2 , and the vertical axis is the T CD. The upper part shows that the performance when the density is 0.005 and the lower part when the density is 0.1.
When the density is 0.005, the T CD increases as p 2 increases. This is because, the amount of the data that the rounding sink can collect increases as p 2 increases since the sampling rate of Sensors2 is larger than that for Sensors1. But, when the density is 0.1, the increase converges when p 2 is larger than 0.4. This is because, there are many sensors and the rounding sink almost always collect data from sensors.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Summary for Evaluation
Regarding parameters for the PCDR protocol, our evaluations demonstrated that a larger CDRL and a longer polling interval decreased the fairness, but increased the T CD. Regarding sensors, a larger density and a faster maximum sampling rate also decreased the fairness, but increased the T CD. Regarding the rounding sink, a faster top speed, a larger communication radius and a longer communication delay gave a smaller fairness and a larger T CD. That is, there is a trade-off between the fairness and the T CD. The main reason is that the T CD increases as the number of the sensors that the rounding sink communicates with increases, but the fairness decreases since the rounding sink has to communicate with more sensors.
B. On-line Approach
We assumed that the CDRL is a given parameter. This is an off-line approach. But, on-line approach is also important in a practical situation. In on-line approach, the rounding sink can change the CDRL dynamically from time to time. As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, a larger CDRL gives a lower fairness and a larger T CD. Therefore, if the system designer wants to collect much data from the currently communicating sensor, the rounding sink dynamically increases the CDRL. If the system designer needs a larger fairness, the rounding sink dynamically decreases the CDRL.
VII. CONCLUSION
For the rounding sink approach, it is important for database constructions to collect sensor data with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has. Hence, we proposed a data collection protocol, called the PCDR protocol. In the PCDR protocol, a rounding sink polls the neighboring sensors and starts communication with one of polled sensors. By limiting the amount of the data that the rounding sink collects, the rounding sink can collect data from sensors with the same ratio by the data amount that each sensor has. We evaluated the fairness of the ratio using the gini coefficient and confirmed that our proposed PCDR protocol gives fairness to the amount of the collected data.
In the future, we will propose a protocol for the case where the mobile sink can move freely or a protocol for multiple mobile sinks.
